Tool to Rule

#1 TOOL FOR MORE CLARITY & LESS OVERWHELM

5 STEP
ROADMAP TO
CLARITY
A simple 5-step process to gain
clarity and beat overwhelm

5 STEP ROADMAP TO CLARITY
No matter if you’re looking for a new job, trying to find your purpose,
want to resolve a conflict with someone or are thinking about
creative ways to celebrate your next birthday, sometimes we get
stuck in our own head or get into serious analysis paralysis.
That's where the 5 step roadmap to clarity can help you unlock ideas,
get creative, realize which options are your favorite ones and get
right into action. Because the magic always happens in the doing!
Let's jump right into it.

STEP 1: DEFINE YOUR TOPIC
What topic do you need more clarity on?
It can be anything from
What do I want to do next professionally?
What side business can I start?
What birthday present can I get for my partner?
Fresh ideas for Instagram content
How can I best prepare to get a raise?

Write down your specific question or phrase below.

THE TOPIC I LIKE MORE CLARITY ON
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STEP 2: BRAINSTORM ALL OPTIONS
It's time for some fun! Tell your inner critic - friendly but fiercely - to
shut up. Now it's not the time to think about logical reasons, but to
let go and look at all different angles.
What's the easiest way to solve your question? What would be the
hardest? Go towards the extremes.
How could you make it the most fun? What's a serious way to go
about it?
What would you do if you had no fear? What would be an option if
you had unlimited money and resources?
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List ALL options you could consider, one option per line.
For an example, check out the next page.
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EXAMPLE
Question: What are my professional options?
Everything stays as it it
Apply for new company
Change departments
Talk to boss about options
Reduce to 4 days/week
Become a freelancer

Start a blog
Quit job and travel for 6 months
Enroll in online course
Quit job, work as waitress & start biz
Start side business & work weekends
Enroll in acting class + become actor

STEP 3: RANK YOUR IDEAS
Now go through each option and evaluate on a scale from 1-10 how
excited you are about this option. A 1 being not excited at all and a 10
saying "Ohhhh yes". For this moment in the process really make your
excitement your guiding principle for evaluation. We'll talk about
feasibility and how to make it work later on in the process.
Write down the respective number on each option. You can give the
same number to more than one option.

STEP 4: CHOOSE THE WINNERS
Cross out the options that didn't excite you at
all and let's take a closer look at the options
that have scored the highest excitement. List
your max. 3 top options in the box on the next
page and go through the following questions:
Which one is your favorite?
Or is there more than one?
Can you combine two options you like?
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EXAMPLE
Reduce to 4 days/
week + start blog
Talk to boss about
sabbatical, travel +
enroll in online
course
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MY FAVORITE OPTIONS
1
2
3

STEP 5: FIND 5 NEXT ACTION STEPS
As I said at the start, the magic always happens in the doing!
That's why I'd like you to think about the next 5 actions you theoretically - could take, in order to try out your favorite options.
Stay with me in this creative, dream world for a moment where we
simply imagine different scenarios: if you were to go with your option
number 1, 2 or 3 what would be the next action step you could take to
validate if that's really what you want? List them below.
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Now pick one option and give yourself the next month to give it a try.
Start with a tiny action step you can today:
Create a to do list, write someone who's been on a similar path and
can give you insights, or talk to your best friend.
Trust me, clarity comes from taking action.
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